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Abstract 
This paper addresses the issue of automated Bangla corpus creation, which will significantly help the processes of 
lexicon development, morphological analysis, automatic parts of speech detection and automatic grammar extrac-
tion and machine translation. The plan is to collect all free Bangla documents on the world wide web and offline 
documents available and extract all the words in them to make a huge repository of text. This body of text or corpus 
will be used for several purposes of Bangla language processing after it is converted to Unicode text. The conver-
sion process is also one of the associated and equally important research and development issue. Among several 
procedures our research focuses on a combination of font and language detection and Unicode conversion of re-
trieved Bangla text as a solution for automatic Bangla corpus creation and the methodology has been described in 
the paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The development of language resources and its availability is a must for enhancing Language processing capabili-
ties and research in this field. Thus corpus being such an important resource for any language we felt the need to 
work on it and create a Bangla corpus from existing Bangla documents available online and elsewhere. The plan is 
to have a system which will collect all Bengali documents from web or from local hard drives and then convert 
those into Unicode [1] documents in order to create a Bangla corpus and then the corpus will be used for several 
language processing activities for Bangla language. This huge language resource will be the store house of millions 
of words, which will be extracted systematically to build a sufficiently tagged Bangla lexicon. The lexicon can be 
used for several purposes including spell checkers and morphological analysis for Bangla language. So far we have 
made a little but quite significant progress towards achieving our goal and in continuation of the process we have 
developed a simple converter, which can convert any Bengali document written in ASCII (TTF) code into equiva-
lent Bengali Document written in Unicode, which would play a vital role in corpus creation. The most significant 
challenge of this research is the conversion process of the documents available on the web into Unicode. The great-
est problem for us is to determine the encodings of all current Bengali e-documents that are mostly edited with TTF. 
A huge portion of it is in image format, but that would require a sophisticated tool like Bangla OCR, which is be-
yond the scope of this research. So we are considering only those files which contain editable text. Now we have to 
consider some other related issues to complete the process and our future work will be directed towards coming up 
with their solutions. The issues include the following: 
• Procedure for collection of online and offline Bangla documents. 
• Ways for Conversion of the collected documents in to simple Unicode text. 
• Storing the text as a corpus. 
 
1. THE VALUE OF LANGUAGE RESOURCES 
 
The value of this effort to create a Bangla corpus is very significant. Developing realistic models of human language 
that support research and technology development in language related fields requires masses of linguistic data: pref-
erably hundreds of hours of speech, tens of millions of words of text and lexicons of a hundred-thousand words or 
more, meaning a corpus [2]. Although independent researchers and small research groups now have the desktop 
capacity to create small- to medium-scale corpora, the collection, annotation and distribution of resources on a lar-
ger scale presents not only computational difficulties but also legal and logistical difficulties to challenge most re-
search organizations whether they be educational, commercial or governmental. There has been a significant devel-
opment in the process of creating a corpus in some European and North American countries in their native language 
and numerous corporate research groups are routinely engaged in medium- to large-scale corpus creation. But there 
has been no such recognizable attempt to create Bangla corpus as such. The corpus, which is a Published language 
resources benefit a broad spectrum of researchers, technology developers and their customers. The presence of com-
munity standard resources reduces duplication of effort, distributes production costs and removes a barrier to entry. 
As research communities mature, published resources are corrected, improved and further annotated. They provide 
a stable reference point for the comparison of different analytic approaches in language processing. There has been 
a few incomplete attempts in this area by some contemporary research groups based in India, UK and USA but un-
fortunately in Bangladesh there has not been any fruitful progress even after realizing the necessity of such a re-
source. We have realized the need for a Bangla corpus and this paper is just the beginning of our progress towards 
coming up with a solution. 
 
2. METHODOLOGY 
 
The process of automatic corpus building involves several steps, which need to be thoroughly followed in order to 
create the Bangla corpus. Most of the steps can be implemented in various ways and can be accomplished very eas-
ily with existing technologies. The steps for automatic Bangla corpus creation are described below: 
 
1. First of all we configure a web crawler (robot program) [3] which will search the WWW and return the list of all 
possible websites which may contain Bangla text. The web crawler program downloads the information into several 
directories in a specific method. Then a very important job of Language detection is carried out, that is determina-
tion of Bangla Language. The language detection process is conducted in several ways depending on the condition 
of the documents on the web. The procedure is further elaborated below: 
• Most of the Bangla text on the web is displayed using HTML and Bangla text could also be in the form of 
Text files or document files, which can be edited. If the web pages contain text in Unicode then the work 
becomes easier for us, because our plan is to create a large body of text which contains Unicode, the uni-
versally excepted script that can be displayed and processed without hassle in all platforms. So if the web 
pages contain Unicode text, we simply extract it and add it to our repository of text. 
 
 
Figure 1.The Automatic Bangle Corpus Creation process. 
 
• If a True Type bangla font is used to display the documents, which is text other than Unicode requires 
some processing before they are added to our repository. Unfortunately only a few web pages use Unicode 
encoding. Most of the Bangla websites either use image, PDF or proprietary True Type Fonts with their 
own encoding to display text on the web. To view the web pages the user is required to install that TTF in 
their system. The webpage usually offers the user an option to download the font in their respective sys-
tems. The webpage specifies the FONT FACE in their HTML tags, more specifically the FONT tag. Our 
job is to scan the HTML FONT tag and get the FONT FACE, which is basically the name of the Font.  
 
 
Figure 2. Font Detection From HTML Tags. 
The name is then matched with a database containing names of all Bangla fonts (the list of names will be cre-
ated incrementally). The encoding of all these fonts are also maintained in several files, which are later required 
for conversion into Unicode. A separate directory is maintained for each font and the text extracted from each 
page is placed and stored in the directory according to the fonts used to display them. If the font’s name does 
not match with the database they are placed in a miscellaneous directory and those require manual detection 
and conversion for further processing. The miscellaneous directory normally hosts the text or document files 
which are downloaded as a result of web crawlers activities. 
2. After the text is stored in different directories according to font they are systematically converted to Unicode by 
applying the converter. But before that, we have to make sure whether the text is in Bangla language. This is the 
most important step and certainly is a very important research issue that has been studied all over the world. The N-
gram statistics [4] method is used to detect Bangla Language for this research project. The method is applied di-
rectly on the document and text files received in the miscellaneous directory, because it is not possible to determine 
their font using the font detection technique mentioned earlier. In the N-gram statistics method, we take the text file 
stored in directory, open it and randomly choose any 5 (or any number N depending on our choice) consecutive 
words of a sentence from any line of the text file, convert it to Unicode and match each word with an existing 
Bangla dictionary (collection of words without tags). If there is a 80% match, that is for the possibility that 4 words 
out of the 5 are Bangla words, then we take the text to be in Bangla and add it to our corpus (even though the mis-
match could occur because of garbage value). If the match is not very significant we consider the text to be non-
Bangla.  
• The language detection method used here certainly is a research issue that still has drawbacks. For exam-
ple, the chosen set of words in the text could contain garbage or Unicode points of other scripts while the 
rest of the document could contain Bangla script. So we would naturally discard a Bangla text by mistak-
enly considering it as non-Bangla. But the chance of occurrence of such a situation is very rare. 
3. The converter takes in as input the encoding of the fonts that are saved in different files and converts the (Bangla 
Language detected) text to Unicode according to their individual font and stores the text in a single text file which 
increases in volume after each conversion. The conversion process has been illustrated in the following images, 
showing the conversion of TTF text to OTF text for a sample Bangla text. 
 
  
Figure 3. TTF text before conversion.                                                    Figure 4. OTF text after conversion to Unicode. 
 
In this way, the converter can convert any text file written in any TTF to Unicode and thus they can be displayed 
using some of the Bangla OTF that has been developed so far.  
4. There are ways to quicken the task by taking help of the existing searching engines to do the search work for us. 
For instance, we can use the popular search engine on the web namely “Google” [5] and we’ll set our searching key 
words like “Bangla, Bengali” etc. We are anticipating that this kind of search must narrow down the task of the web 
crawler. Then the web crawler will retrieve all the documents in the list of web links generated by “Google” and 
down load all those in our local drives. Then the language detection and conversion process will start accordingly. 
Employing the search engine readily available will greatly enhance the speed and accuracy of the text retrieval proc-
ess.  
5. After detection, conversion of the text acquired from online documents they are all added to a single repository 
that we call the corpus. We can also employ the same method for offline Bangla documents and in this way we can 
gather a huge collection of text from different offline sources, such as book publishers, Newspaper archives and 
other print media. If the steps are properly followed we anticipate a significant number of Bangla words will be col-
lected for the corpus.  
 
3. FUTURE WORK 
 
The corpus creation is the beginning of a series of language processing work that will be conducted using the corpus 
as the language resource. To implement a complete Bangla tagged lexicon [6] the corpus will be required. Beside 
this automatic Bangla grammar extraction, machine translation and frequency analysis of words can also be done 
from it.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
Corpus is considered as basic resource for language analysis and research for many foreign languages. This reflects 
both ideological and technological change in the area of language research. This change is probably caused due to 
the introduction of computer and corpus in linguistic research which, as a result, have paved out many new applica-
tions of language (and linguistics) in the fields of communication and information exchange. The use of corpus in 
Bangla language for various technological developments as well as for various linguistic studies in Bangla language 
can open up many new avenues for us. This corpus can be useful for producing many sophisticated automatic tools 
and systems, besides being good resources for language description and theory making.  
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